Abstract-In order to satisfy the requirement of educators to automatically construct educational resource database with Web images, the paper designs and implements a collection and semantic annotation system for Web images. With the help of meta-search engine, the system collects Web images and their associated texts. In order to annotate semantic keywords, semantic dictionaries are built. Based on semantic dictionaries, the system annotates semantic keywords for Web images. The system is composed with image collection module and semantic annotation module, which are respectively divided into five and three child modules. The paper introduces the design and implementation of the system in detail. The collection and semantic annotation system can automatically search interested images, download them, annotate them with semantic keywords and store them into educational resource database, which would relieve the workload of educators greatly. The experimental results demonstrate that the system is efficient for collection and annotation of Web images, which can basically satisfy the requirement of the construction of educational resource.
I. INTRODUCTION
The construction of education resource is one of the core tasks of education informatization [1, 2] . There are lots of images on World Wide Web (WWW). If Web images can be automatically collected and annotated, they could be integrated into educational resource database. This would be helpful to implement the intelligent construction of educational resource and promote the development of education informatization [3] .
In order to automatically construct educational resources with Web images, we have designed a collection and semantic annotation system (CSAS) for Web images in the paper. The software system mainly includes two functions: the function to collect Web images and the function to annotate semantic information of Web images. When users specify the list of keywords of Web images, CSAS would search and download the relevant Web images with the help of meta-search engine. For each Web images, the relevant texts would be collected at the same time. Based on the relevant texts and semantic dictionaries, CSAS can infer the semantic keywords of Web images and annotate them.
The software system can help users to quickly collect and annotate all kinds of interested Web images, which is easy to be operated with a good man-machine interface. The software system can automatically collect and annotate Web images, which would greatly reduce the workload of educators to construct educational resources.
In the paper, the detailed design and implementation of CSAS are described. The rest of the paper is organized as follow. Section II introduces semantic annotation knowledge to extract semantic keywords of Web images. The framework of CSAS is introduced briefly in Section III. The detailed implementation of each child module is described in Section IV. The experiments are introduced in Section V. As last, we give the conclusion and future work.
II. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION KNOWLEDGE
In order to annotate semantic keywords for collected images, semantic annotation knowledge is required. As is described in Ref. [4, 5] , the semantic dictionaries should be constructed. Besides, in order to annotate semantic keywords, the associated text of Web image should be extracted. The semantic dictionaries are the basis of semantic keywords and the associated texts are the source of semantic keywords. A. Semantic Dictionary 1) Image Topic Dictionary Topic keywords can express the main semantic information of an image. According to the research on Ref. [4] , the construction of classification of image topic should consider the following factors: topic keyword hypernymy and hyponymy relation, image visual feature, cognitive habit. In order to satisfy the factors, the structure of tree form is selected as the classification structure of image topic. Topic keywords are divided into eight categories, which are person, animal, plant, nature, architecture, substance, scene and artistic creation. Each categories includes several sub-categories. The classification of topic keywords can be descripted as follow: first category name | second category name | third category name | …
• Person Person category includes the keywords, such as name, occupation, nation or race in an image, which has three sub-categories: history, modern and myth person.
• Animal, plant, nature, architecture, substance Animal category includes eight sub-categories: myth animal, ancient animal, mammals, reptile, amphibian, fish, bird and insect.
Plant category includes fourteen sub-categories, such as crop, vegetable, flower, tree, vine, bamboo, grass, leaf, pteridophyta, bryophyta, phycophyta, et al.
Nature category has fifty-seven sub-categories, such as mountain, peak, valley, ravine, mine, water, rain, snow, ice, fog, et al.
Architecture category has forty-eight sub-categories, such as city, town, wall, door, road, street, storied building, house, room, palace, temple, et al.
Substance category has six sub-categories, such as vessel, tool, equipment and material, et al.
• Scene
Scene category includes six sub-categories: landscape, night piece, street scene, vista, stage photo and occurrence.
• Creation Creation category includes three sub-categories: paint, chart, art photo, which is used to describe the artificial images.
2) Image Object Dictionary Based on object visual feature, image object dictionary is classified. Similar with topic dictionary, object dictionary also is constructed with tree form structure. the objects in the same category have same visual features. Image objects includes six categories: person, animal, plant, nature, creation and graphics. Each of them includes several sub-categories.
3) Image Attribute Dictionary Attribute dictionary includes the keywords that are used to describe the visual feature of images, which includes: 262 color words, 82 shape words, 18 texture words, 15 posture words, 11 position words and 8 direction words.
B. Image Associated Text
The semantic keywords are extracted from image associated texts. In the paper, we thought that seven kinds of associated texts are necessary [4, 6, 7] .
• Image file name Image file name is usually English word, abbreviation, pinyin or Chinese word, which usually contains the topic or object name of Web image.
• Image file name or Web page title in a lower rank If an image has a hyperlink which refers to an image or Web page in a lower rank. The file name of the target image or the title of the target Web page usually contains some semantic information of source image.
• Text of ALT tag of the image The alternative text of an image often contains the simple description of the image.
• Text surrounding the image The text surrounding the image usually contains most relevant semantic information of the image.
• Title of the Web page The title of Web page describes the core information of the Web page, which has some semantic relation with the images located in the Web page.
• Section name of the Web page Section name of the Web page usually expresses the classification of topic and object of the Web image.
• URLs URL of the image, URL of the Web page and URL of the Web page linked by the image always includes part of sematic information of Web image.
III. FRAMEWORK OF CSAS
According to the function requirements of CSAS, as is shown in Fig.2 , the software system is composed with eight modules, which can be divided into two categories, which are image collection module and semantic annotation module [8] . Imge colleciton module includes five child modules, which are the module of meta-search engine, the module of engine pages analysis, the module of download of Web pages and Web images, the module of extraction of associated texts. Semantic annotation module includes three child module, which are the module of annotation of attribute keywords, the module of annotation of object semantic keywords and the module of annotation of topic semantic keywords.
As in shown in Fig.2 , firstly, according to the keywords specified by users, the module of meta-search engine is reponsible to access meta-search engine to get returned engine pages. Secondly, the engine pages are processed by the module of engine pages analysis to get URLs of Web pages and URLs of Web images. Thirdly, the URLs of Web pages and Web images are respectively sent into the module of download of Web pages and Web Images, which would download them. Fourly, the downloaded Web pages would be analyzed by the module of extraction of associated texts to get the associated texts of current Web image. Fively, based on attribute dictionary, the module of annotation of attribtue keywords extracts attribute keywords from the associated texts. Sixly, based on object dictionary, object keywords are extracted. Sevenly, based on topic dictionary, topic keywords are extracted. Lastly, Web image and its semantic keywords are stored into educational resource database.
A. Framework of Image Collection Module
When users specify a list of interested keywords for CSAS, this modules would retrieve relevant Web images with meta-search engine, such as Google and Baidu, download the images and extracted their associated texts. As is shown in Fig.2 , this module is divided into five child modules, which are as follow.
1) Module of Meta-Search Engine According to the list of keywords specified by users, the module would access meta-search engine to retrieve relevant Web images and download all of returned engine pages.
2) Module of Engine Pages Analysis Web pages returned by meta-search engine contain URL information of relevant Web images. The module is 5) Module of Extraction of Associated Texts As described in Section II, the module would extracted the seven kinds of associated texts which would be as the source of semantic keywords.
B. Framework of Semantic Annotation Module
In image collection modules, Web images and their associated texts have been downloaded and extracted. The associated texts contain important sematic information of Web images. According to semantic dictionaries, this module would extract the semantic keywords, such as topic, object and attribute keywords, and annotate Web images with them. This module is composed with three child modules, which are as follow.
1) Module of Annotation of Topic Keywords
Topic keywords represent topic information of the image, which can represent all or part of key semantic information. With the help of topic dictionary, this module is responsible to extract topic keywords from associated texts of Web images.
2) Module of Annotation of Object Keywords Objects are the main objects which are outstandingly described in Web images. According to object dictionary, this module is responsible to extract object keywords from associated texts of Web images.
3) Module of Annotation of Attribute Keywords Attribute dictionary lists descriptor words which describe visual features of images. According to attribute dictionary, this module is responsible to extract attribute keywords form associated texts of Web images.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF EACH MODULE OF CSAS

A. Implementation of Image Collection Module
As described in Section III, this module is composed with five child modules: module of meta-search engine, module of engine pages analysis, module of download for Web images, module of download for Web pages and module of extraction of associated texts.
1) Implementation of Module of Meta-Search Engine According to user-specified keywords, this module visits meta-search engine and downloads all of search engine pages. The detailed program flow is described as follow: a) Select Google or Baidu as meta-search engine of Web images; b) Obtain the user-specified list of keywords. Users can specify one or more keywords as the targets of image collection. c) Take an image keyword as the object of this loop. d) According to the keyword and query formula to generate the query address. For example, if Google is meta-search engine and apple is the keyword, then query address is "http://www.google.com.hk/search?q=apple% 20fruit&um=1&ie=UTF-8&hl=zh-CN&tbm=isch& source=og&sa=N&tab=wi". e) According to the query address, visit meta-search engine to request them to return relevant engine result page.
f) Read engine result page. g) Save current engine result page. h) Judge whether current engine result page is the last page of meta-search engine. If it isn't, then go to Step d); otherwise, go to Step i).
i) Judge whether current keyword is the last keyword. If it isn't, then go to Step c); otherwise, go to Step j). j) Exit module of meta-search engine.
2) Implementation of Module of Engine Pages Analysis
After engine pages about a keyword have been downloaded, this module analysis them to get all of detailed URL information of Web images and their Web pages. The detailed program flow is described as follow: a) Read an engine page. b) Judge the source of the current engine page. If it is from Google, then get the tag-data of Google pages; if it is from Baidu, then get the tag-data of Baidu pages. c) Initialize the variables to prepare for URL extraction. d) According to the variables and tag-data of search engine, extract one pair of URLs (the URL of Web image and the URL of Web page) from current engine page. e) Save the URLs into address file, and modify the value of variables. f) Judge whether the URLs are the last one of current engine page. If they are, then go to Step g); otherwise, go to Step d).
g) Judge whether current engine page is the last page. If it is, then go to Step h); otherwise, go to Step a).
h) Exit module of engine pages analysis. i) According to the return code, judge whether the image has been completely downloaded. If it hasn't, then go to Step h) to read next part of images; otherwise, then go to Step j). j) Save this image data into resource database. k) Judge whether this pair of URLs is the last one of current address file. If it isn't, then go to Step a); Otherwise, then go to Step l).
l) Exit module of download for Web images.
4) Implementation of Module of Download for Web Pages
When address file of target Web pages has been obtained, this module is responsible to download the Web pages. The program flow is similar with the implementation of module of download for Web images.
5) Implementation of Module of Extraction of Associated Texts
After Web pages are downloaded , this module is responsible to analyze its HTML code to extract associated texts. We simply explain the method to extract each kind of associated text as follow: a) Image file name It is contained in the URL of the image, which is the last part of URL. b) Image file name or Web page title in a lower rank If the Web image has a hyperlink to another Web image or Web page, then extract the target URL of the hyperlink.
If the hyperlink is referred to an image, then extract its file name from the URL.
If the hyperlink is referred to a Web page, then download the Web page and extract the content between "<title>" and "</title>", which is the title of target Web page. e) Title of Web Image It is contained between "<title>" and "</title>", which is easy to be extracted. f) Section name of the Web page There are some markers to extract section name, such as "your position", "current position". For example, if there is "current position: homepage > instructional resource database > nature images > mammal" in Web page, we can extract "mammal" as the section name of the page. g)URLs URLs is contained between "<a href=>" and "</a>", which is easy to extract.
B. Implementation of Semantic Annotation Module
As described in Section III, when Web images and their associated texts have been collected, this module is responsible to extract and annotate semantic keywords. This module is composed with three child modules: module of annotation of topic sematic keywords, module of annotation of object semantic keywords and module of annotation of attribute keywords.
Semantic information of Web image is extracted based on relevant texts, which include image filename, filename of linked image, title of linked Web page, alternative text, surrounding text, title of located Web page, section name of located Web page, URL of image, URL of located Web page, URL of linked image or Web page. For ease of description, the relevant texts are denoted as T1~T10.
1) Implementation of Module of Annotation of Topic Keywords
According to image topic dictionary, based on relevant texts, this module extracts and annotates topic keywords for Web images [6, 7] . The detailed program flow is as follow: a) Sort T1, T2, T3, T4, T5 (not more than a certain length) by descending priority order, then take each word in each text to match with the words of topic dictionary. If they are matched, all of matched words in the relevant text would be extracted as topic keywords and the rest would be discarded, then go to Step f). If all of them are not matched, then go to Step b).
b) Among T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, if no less than two relevant texts have same words which can match with the words of topic dictionary, then extract the same words as topic keywords, go to Step f). Otherwise, go to Step c).
c) Among T6, if there are the words which can match with the words of topic dictionary, then extract the words as topic keywords, go to Step f). Otherwise, go to Step d).
d) Among T7, if there are the words which can match with the words of topic dictionary, then extract the words as topic keywords, go to Step f). Otherwise, go to Step e). e) Extract T1 as topic keywords. f) Annotate topic information of the image with extracted keywords. g) Exit topic keywords annotation module.
2) Implementation of Module of Annotation of Object Keywords
According to image object dictionary, based on relevant texts, this module extracts and annotates object keywords for Web image. The detailed program flow is as follow: a) Among T1, T2, T3, T4, extract the words which can match with the words of object dictionary as object keywords.
b) Among T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, extract the words which are included in two or more relevant texts as object keywords.
c) Among T5, sort the words with the frequency by descending order, extract top-5 words which can match with the words of object dictionary as object words.
d) Annotate object information of the image with extracted keywords. e) Exit object keywords annotation module.
3) Implementation of Annotation of Attribute Keywords
According to image attribute dictionary, based on relevant texts, this module extracts and annotates attribute keywords for Web image. As the difficulty of natural language understanding, for the texts with simple grammatical structure, we analyze them to get attribute keywords. For the texts with complex grammatical structure, the keywords are extracted with statistical approach. The detailed program flow is as follow: a) If there is an attribute word in image object name, or there is an attribute word before image object name, extract them as attribute keywords. b) If a relevant text contains an attribute name, such as "color", "shape", "texture" et al., verb "be" follows the attribute name, and an attribute word follows verb "be", then extract the attribute word as attribute keyword.
c) Sort all of attribute words on their frequency by descending order, extract the word with highest frequency as attribute keywords.
d) Annotate attribute information of the image with extracted keywords. e) Exit attribute keywords annotation module.
V. EXPERIMENTS
After the collection and annotation system has been implemented as described in section III and section IV, we downloaded and processed 1,000 images from Internet with it.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the system, we defines three indicators: annotation coverage, accuracy, total accuracy. We mark the number of total images as N, the number of images which are annotated with more than one semantic keywords as M, the number of right semantic keywords which is annotated with the system automatically as R, the number of semantic keywords which is annotated manually as A, the number of semantic keywords with the system automatically as B. The three indicators are defined as follow:
= R Accuracy A .
= R Precision B .
The experimental results are shown in Table 1 .
As shown in Table 1 , on the one hand, the extraction rates of color, shape and texture keywords are rather low. This is caused with the reason : the three kinds of keywords appears with a low frequency, so their extraction rate are low. On the other hand, the extraction rate, accuracy and precision of topic and object keywords are better, which can basically satisfy the requirement of semantic annotation of Web images.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In order to satisfy the requirement of automatically construct educational resource database, the paper designs and implements a collection and annotation system for Web images. The software system can automatically search interested images, download them and annotate them with semantic keywords. This would relieve the workload of educators greatly and would be help to retrieve Web images [8] .
Though the software can achieve the integrated operations of educational resource database construction, it is not be fully satisfied. The extraction rate, accuracy and precision of semantic keywords need to be improved in the further. In the next work, we would like to try more complex and effective method to improve its accuracy. 
